
 



What is Orgonite? 

 

Orgonite was invented by Karl Hans Welz (Austrian). Orgonite is a mixture of catalyzed epoxy resin with metal 

shavings, particles or powders, poured into molds. It attracts Orgone energy similarly to Wilhelm Reich's 

accumulators (More about Wilhelm Reich below). Some people also add quartz crystals to the mixture to 

enhance the performance of the orgonite. 

 

How Orgonite Works 

 

In recent years a lot of mystical sounding stories have been tossed around to try to discredit the science of 

orgonite. We hope to clear up this confusion, by explaining the basic scientific effects that orgonite has and how 

you can use orgonite to clean the environment around you.  

 

Orgonite converts positive charge (bad) into negative charge (good) in the form of negative ions (good for you). 

It acts as a passive ionizer for the environment. Orgonite emits soft electrons that can be detected with an ion 

counter. The resin in orgonite shrinks during the curing process, permanently squeezing the quartz crystal which 

creates a well-known piezoelectric effect inside the crystal, meaning its end-points become polarized 

electrically. This causes it to function more effectively as a positive energy generator. Although crystals improve 

the function of orgonite, they are not necessary for the orgonite to work.    

 

What is Orgone Energy? 

 

 

Wilhelm Reich was an Austrian psychoanalyst. Author of several influential books, most notably Character 

Analysis, The Mass Psychology of Fascism and The Sexual Revolution. Reich became known as one of the 

most radical practitioners of psychiatry. 

 



Reich's discovery also revealed the role of emotional-sexual energy in the psychosomatic process. What at first 

appeared to be only ‘bioelectricity’ was later clarified by Reich as a much more powerful bioenergetic force, a 

form of life-energy at work within living organisms, expressing itself as emotion and sexuality, but also directly 

observable in the microscope as a bluish-glowing field around living blood cells and other substances.  

This bluish-glowing energy, which he eventually called orgone energy (to preserve its relationship with living 

processes), is a physical phenomenon similar to the older ideas of ‘vital force’ and ‘cosmic ether’ combined.  

During the course of Reich's investigations, he developed a special metal-lined enclosure which attracted a high 

charge of orgone energy inside itself, directly from the atmosphere. He called his device the orgone energy 

accumulator. The orgone accumulator was proven to charge seeds and increase garden plant growth, speed the 

healing of burns and cuts, and there are a number of physical experiments which demonstrate anomalous 

phenomena inside the accumulator. Reich observed that certain kinds of low-energy illness, such as cancer, would 

symptomatically yield to careful application of the orgone accumulator. 

 

 

Wilhelm Reich’s Orgone Accumulator 



 

Reich's experiments in these directions led to even more controversy. He developed new methods for ending 

drought and greening deserts which led to the development of his cloudbuster, and new approaches to the problem 

of nuclear waste detoxification. The cloudbuster was a device with rows of 15-foot aluminum pipes mounted on 

a mobile platform, connected to cables that were inserted into water. He believed that it could unblock orgone 

energy in the atmosphere and cause rain. 

 

Cloudbuster at the Wilhelm Reich Museum in Rangeley, Maine 

 

 

 

 



Scientific Tests done with Orgonite and Orgone Energy 

 

Orgonite changes the pH of tap water, makes water more alkaline based, and structures the water by energizing 

it.  

 

What this all means for the average person, is that Orgonite is an effective tool to help protect you from the 

harmful effect of electro-magnetic frequencies, or EMFs. Here are some of the effects that many people suffer 

from caused by EMFs: 

 

-Protein Changes in Skin 

-Excited Brain Cells 

-DNA Damage 

-Brain Cell Damage 

-Aggressive Growth in Leukemia Cells 

-Increased Blood Pressure 

-Changes in Hormone Levels 

-Reproductive Health Issues 

-and more 

 

When freezing water above orgonite a tornado pattern is frozen in the ice, giving the water a crystalline 

structure when it thaws as seen in the picture below: 

 

 

Anyone can build these devices with easy to find materials. Orgonite is simply a mix of metal and resin 

(polyester, urethane or epoxy). It can be poured into all kinds of shapes: pyramids, cones, disks, cylinders and 

pendants, to name a few. 



                  

Powders for Making Orgonite 

 

How Can You Use Orgonite? 

 

Some people use Orgonite to combat pollution and cell tower radiation. Others use it for clearing or purifying 

energies in their houses, or to enhance the growth of plants in their garden. It seems to work also really well in 

various kinds of spiritual healing work. We have received positive feedback on the orgonite given to our friends. 

I have personally found it very effective in combating chemtrails overhead and improving my overall health 

against electronic harassment when worn as pendants. 

 

 

Orgonite Charging Plate 



 

Orgonite Tower Busters 

Different Kinds of Orgonite 

 

Not all Orgonite is the same. The orgonite shown here was made using powders instead of larger items inside 

the resin. The reason for this is that powders have more surface area, and the greater the surface area (once 

inside the resin) the more effective or powerful the orgone device will be. There are some Orgone devices that 

are aesthetically pleasing and very ornamental. However, they are nowhere near as effective when tested against 

powder-based orgone devices. Testing includes; using the ion meter, comparing crystalline structures in ice, and 

plant growth.  

 

 

 

        

Example of Ornamental Orgonite 



 

The Dr. Wilhelm Reich Blood Test (RBT) 

 

Orgone energy experiments can be readily replicated. We believe that Dr. Reich's theories deserve an unbiased, 

scientific investigation. One of the more famous of these experiments has to do with Dr. Reich's Orgone 

Accumulators (ORACs).  

 

A recent experiment was conducted by Despina Malkotsi who is in charge of ‘Heraclitus’ Microscopic Research 

Laboratory. Under strict scientific procedures, the experiment calls for a laboratory examination to verify or refute 

the claim that ORACs energize a person's red blood cells, thus preserving their vital state longer than in ambient 

conditions. The RBT can detect biopathic situations that are active in the organism without arriving to a specific 

diagnosis. The RBT is based on the direct observation of the blood immediately after its extraction from the body's 

vessels, and without biochemical processing.  

 

According to Dr. Reich, as soon as the red blood cells leave the blood vessels, they begin disintegrating into cysts 

(the decay process begins).  Reich called these cysts ‘bions.’  He observed that bions pulsated and were motile. 

Intriguingly, in healthy organisms they gave off an intense blue light. Classic Biology also describes bions as 

characteristic protrusions of the cell membrane. This phenomenon was called ‘bebbling.’  

 

Dr. Reich recognized a very primitive and undifferentiated stage of the living state in bions. This is described in 

detail in his book ‘The Bion Experiments.’  Numerous such experiments were conducted in Oslo between 1936 

and 1939, where he showed the disintegration of living and non-living matter, and the subsequent organization 

of bions in formations manifesting characteristics of living and functioning.  

 

Red blood cells (left) disintegrate into cyst/bion colonies (right) once extracted from the body 

 

 

 



RBT Procedure 

The most recent replication compared the disintegration of two blood samples taken simultaneously from the 

same person. One sample is placed in the ORAC device, while the other is placed in a simple box, made of only 

organic material. For the procedure, they used: 

 an orgone accumulator (ORAC), 3-layer per side, measuring 35 x 35 x 35 cm 

 a 'control' box of similar dimensions, made of wood. 

 A 3-layer orgone blanket 

 a small metal box 

 a laboratory microscope (Zeiss Axioskop 2) 

 

They used a magnification of 1600x initially, but when there was a need for a more detailed observation of the 

sample, they increased the magnification to 4000x. 

 

The blood used in the test was taken from the capillaries of the volunteer in sterile conditions. The blood was then 

mixed with saline solution at a ratio of 1:40, and then the team prepared two slides each containing the blood 

sample from the same person. The team's main concern was to obtain the red blood cells in their natural condition. 

If the red bloods cell were destroyed, the samples were considered unsuitable.  

 

Next, one slide was placed in the ORAC for 15 minutes. It was first placed in the small metal box then wrapped 

in the orgone blanket that was inside the ORAC. The second blood sample was placed in the wooden control box. 

The two samples were then microscopically examined successively, at the same time. They observed the processes 

occurring in both samples during their death and ongoing decay (into cysts/bions).  

 

Every 5 minutes the team observed and recorded the following characteristics of the red blood cells (erythrocytes): 

vigor, pulse and motility, width of energy field, rate of disintegration into bions, bion size and distribution in the 

inner part of the cell disk. The goal of the examination was to find differences in the two samples as regards to 

the erythrocytes' characteristics mentioned above. In this way, they determined the effects of the different 

conditions existing in the two boxes on the red blood cells. The two samples were thus checked successively at 

the same time and recorded.  

 



In the following images, the ORAC sample is on the left and the control is on the right 

 

Both samples, the red blood cells show good mobility and pulse; the rate of disintegration was calculated 

at about 1% 

 



Both samples still show motility and pulse. The red blood cells kept in the control box show loose 

membranes and amount of disintegration is 2-3%. The amount of disintegration for the red blood cells 

kept in the ORAC is about 1% 

 

The red blood cells kept in the control box still show pulsation, but most of them are immobile and the 

percentage of disintegration is 2-8%. The red blood cells kept in the accumulator continue to show 

motility and pulsation, and their disintegration is 2-3%. 

 

 

The differences between the two samples examined are even more obvious. The red blood cells kept in the 

control box show a disintegration of 40-50%, while the ones in the ORAC of only 5%. 

 

 



Conclusion of RBT Replication 

 

From the findings of the microscopic examination of the two samples, the Dr. Despina's team observed the 

following:  

 The red blood cells kept in the accumulator showed motility for longer time. 

 Their disintegration into bions was slower. 

 Their membrane tension was also preserved for a longer time. 

 

The above findings as well as more data were collected during the examination. Blood cell samples of 10 

individuals, for 4 times each, at different weather conditions were tested. The team also observed: 

 The red blood cells kept in the accumulator showed more motility at a rate of about 60-70%. 

  The rate of disintegration into bions/cysts was slower by 70% and the bions' size was larger at a rate of 

about 90%. 

 It was also observed that when the humidity of the environment was high, the differences of the quality 

characteristics of the red blood cells in the two boxes were greatly smaller.  

 

In summary they stated, “In conclusion, we can say that the orgone accumulator has a clear biological 

effect on the blood examined with the method of the Reich Blood Test, improving the vigor of the red 

blood cells.” 

 

We thank the laboratory research team at Heraclitus Microscopic Research Laboratory for this ground-breaking 

research! 
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Once we open up to the flow of energy within 

our body, we can also open up to the flow of 

energy in the universe. 

Wilhelm Reich  
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